3 WAYS SIZE & FIT CAN IMPROVE
YOUR ECOMMERCE STRATEGY
INDUSTRY BEST
PRACTICE FROM
LEADING ONLINE
RETAILERS

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
A RECENT SURVEY
CONDUCTED IN
COLLABORATION WITH
INTERNET RETAILING
CONFIRMED THAT 75%
OF RETAILERS PERCEIVE
ENGAGEMENT AS THEIR
PRIMARY OBJECTIVE TO
DRIVE FUTURE GROWTH1.
YET 8 IN 10 RETAILERS
STILL DO NOT HAVE
ACCESS TO THE BASIC
MEASUREMENTS OF
THEIR CUSTOMERS,
WHILST 70% WERE
CONTENT WITH THEIR
ABILITY TO CONNECT
TO THEIR MARKETS2 .

Is it possible to be truly customer-centric
online without knowing key personal data
points like customers’ measurements, fit
preference and body shape? The challenges
posed by this lack of data is compounded by
fast changing global conditions and a more
discerning consumer. Customers today
demand better-than-average quality, better
value and more choice, leaving some retailers
in the industry pessimistic about growth3.
And so one old motto is finding new relevance
in the digital age – know your customer.
The power of this data, and some of the new
technologies that play a key role in collecting it,
are perhaps not yet fully understood by the
wider industry. Then there’s the challenge of
data management, ownership and how
businesses can best use this information to
help teams make better decisions. To succeed,
a better understanding of how engagement
works in the digital world is required.
Innovative businesses have shown the positive
effects that smart personalisation can have
on the bottom line. They understand how to
connect rather than harass, to use the data
they have effectively. Size and fit, a topic so
close to consumers, can be a great way to
strengthen and even drive a successful
engagement strategy.
This paper talks about the retailers who have
recognised this and who are already reaping
the benefits, from reduced returns to increased
customer loyalty.
THE SURVEYS
The survey, Navigating through the evolving
retail landscape, was conducted by Rakuten Fits
Me in April 2017. It was sent out to a subscriber
database of 51,732 retailers throughout the UK.
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THE FUTURE OF ECOMMERCE
IS CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT
2016 WAS A TURBULENT YEAR AND 2017 HAS SO FAR PROVED
NO DIFFERENT. POLITICAL AND FINANCIAL SHOCKS – TERROR ATTACKS
IN FRANCE, THE REALITY OF BREXIT AND VOLATILITY IN THE CHINESE
STOCK MARKET – HAVE CREATED TOUGH MARKET CONDITIONS
FOR RETAILERS.
New technologies and ever greater choice have
led to a more demanding and less predictable
consumer. It’s hardly surprising that 7 out of 10
retailers surveyed are expecting conditions to
worsen or stay the same in 2017/184.
3 out of 5 businesses surveyed recognised that
volatility is their biggest current challenge, and
a consensus is growing that better customer
engagement is needed to ensure future
growth5. Greater engagement equals greater
loyalty and increased loyalty gives businesses
resilience in uncertain times. There are many
new technologies out there seeking to help
retailers become more customer-centric, often
by increasing dialogue online and usually also
by collecting and managing the thousands of
data points collected by transactional websites.
Retailers at the forefront of innovation are
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turning to new ways of personalising online
experiences for their customer base and this
includes looking at size and fit.
Choosing the right approach can be daunting.
In a market saturated with new technologies,
even the most experienced can find themselves
reaching back to an out-dated system that has
remained fundamentally unchanged for 70
years: the size chart. It’s not surprising that most
shoppers feedback that they don’t use these
charts, or that the majority of questions asked
in on-site live chats centre around size and fit.
The inadequacy of charts and other archaic
ecommerce structures are becoming more
apparent as the digital marketplace evolves.
As overheard in a panel discussion on data at
Decoded London, “Fit is the holy grail!” (2017).

FIRST STEP TO
CUSTOMER SUCCESS
TO UNDERSTAND WHETHER ONE’S E-COMMERCE STRATEGY SUPPORTS
CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT, RETAILERS MUST FIRST ANSWER A
SIMPLER QUESTION IN THE DIGITAL WORLD: HOW CAN WE CREATE
PERSONALISED EXPERIENCES FOR OUR CUSTOMERS?
Retailers want to offer that ‘personal touch’, but
80% of those surveyed still don’t have the basic
shopper data available. Despite this, 7 out of 10
retailers still believe their current digital offering
was sufficient to meet their customers’ needs6.
Ignoring personalisation increasingly carries a
cost. Returns and logistics undermine profit,
and consumer trust can also be a casualty. An
individual’s needs and size changes frequently,
with the average woman changing body shape
31 times during her adult life7. Without a simple,
quick way to communicate fit, retailers can
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be left with an unhealthy cocktail of returned
merchandise, customer dissatisfaction and
reduced loyalty.
Retailers that have discovered how to use
customer data to communicate fit are
benefitting, achieving 20% ROI through
decreased returns and better personalisation8.
It’s clear that access to the building blocks
of customer engagement – size and fit – has
become a powerful tool for apparel businesses
seeking approval from their shoppers and
ultimately looking to drive sustainable growth.

PERSONALISATION:
EASY TO SAY, HARD TO DO?
THE LATEST ON PERSONALISATION IS THAT IT’S EASY TO SAY AND
HARD TO DO. MORE AND MORE BRANDS ARE RECOGNISING THAT
THERE AREN’T MANY CASE STUDIES OUT THERE SHARING POSITIVE
PERSONALISATION EXPERIENCES.
Some bad consumer experiences have even
made the news. Apart from headlines that can
damage business reputation, inappropriate
personalisation can simply frustrate the
customer, undermining their loyalty and
propensity to come back.
Like any tool, personalisation brings risks and can
require a phase of learning before it’s optimised.
It is important that brands implementing new
technology do this in a way that is manageable
and sensitive to what their consumers really
want. Delivery is also vital – especially online,
it’s important that personalisation tech meets
rigorous standards like any other value-adding
service – service being the key word here.
The same goes for size and fit technology.
Consumers are willing to give more data in

return for a better experience. Therefore it’s
important that the recommendation is accurate
and the experience consistent. What many
retailers don’t know is that size and fit companies
all work to different methodologies and require
different types of data. The general consensus
seems to be: ‘they’re all the same, right?’
Wrong. Like any businesses working with any
type of personalisation tech, it’s important to
understand what data is needed by the vendor
for the service to provide optimum results.
Brands who have already done this right,
as we’ll discuss in forthcoming chapters,
are onto a winner, optimising their product
listing pages and providing customers with
a better service online.

WHO OWNS FIT?
8 IN 10 RETAILERS SURVEYED ARE AWARE OF DIGITAL SIZE
AND FIT TOOLS AND HALF OF THE RESPONDENTS RECOGNISE
PERSONALISATION AS AN OPPORTUNITY FOR THEIR BUSINESS9.
Despite the potential, 85% of respondents also
admitted they were not using personalisation
software10. Fewer respondents understood the
link between fit tools and shopper engagement.
The above is contradicting. If more than half
of retailers actively recognise the benefits
such software can bring to their business,
why have 85% not implemented any form
of personalisation software? Who owns fit?
Retailers across the board seem to be unsure
despite it being a subject that affects everyone
from ecommerce to operations, where returns
are the topic du jour.

Businesses may also be reticent to invest in
emerging technologies with short life spans,
or fearful that technology will cause problems
rather than solve them. Retailers already
innovating in the digital marketplace are
reaping the rewards by focusing on one thing:
the customer experience. They understand
their target market and implement new ideas
that make the retail experience simple, fast,
intuitive and delightful for the consumer. This
strategy is profitable, increasing customer
loyalty and satisfaction over the long term, and
is underpinned by the simplest of foundations:
understanding fit.

85% of respondents
admitted they were not using
personalisation software

15%

No

85%

Yes
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MEET THE EARLY ADOPTERS
RETAILERS THAT HAVE ALREADY INCORPORATED SIZE AND FIT INTO
THEIR ECOMMERCE AND ENGAGEMENT STRATEGIES OFTEN DO THIS
WITH DIFFERENT OBJECTIVES IN MIND. FOR THE PURPOSE OF THIS
PAPER, THREE KEY AREAS OF OPPORTUNITY HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED.
IMPROVING CUSTOMER
ENGAGEMENT THROUGH DATA
Data is increasingly important to traditional and
ecommerce pure play retailers. Missguided, a fast
growing UK ecommerce fashion retailer, knows
that engagement through effective use of data
is essential to future growth. They are part-way
through a personalisation strategy that will help
them achieve “one-to-one” targeting amongst their
core 16-34 consumer base. MD Nitin Passi puts it
succinctly: “an international e-tailer must localise
and personalise its offering if it wants to maximise
sales conversion and customer retention”.
JD Sports have also increased sales in their
two outdoor retail offerings by engaging
their customers in the digital space. Through
personalised marketing, conversion rates were
increased by 332% on Millets.co.uk and 277% on
Blacks.co.uk where visitors selected a personalised
product recommendation. Revenue from product
recommendations is significant, accounting for
nearly one fifth of all sales made online11.
The industry needs to listen to success stories
like these. “Most retailers try and capture customer
data to improve sales, and that becomes their
core mission and focus,” argues Stuart Simms,
CEO of Rakuten Fits Me. “In reality, they should be
thinking; how can that data help me play a longer
term, more strategic game to provide products
and services to the preference of the customer,
but more importantly provide a better
customer experience.” 12

RUNNING WAREHOUSE FOUND
THEIR RETURNS RATE DROPPED BY
23% FOLLOWING THE INTRODUCTION
OF A FOOTWEAR-SIZING APP

REDUCING RETURNS THROUGH
BETTER FIT TECHNOLOGY
30%

70%

Despite online returns costing fashion
retailers millions, over 70% of decision makers
surveyed didn’t believe high rates of returns
were driven by size and fit13.

Yes, I believe
No, I don’t believe

Yet 3 in 4 retailers in another survey believed the
inability to find correct fit was the main challenge
facing consumers, and that this was a primary
cause of returns in online fashion retail.
Evidence in the real world supports this. When
Fashion brand Henri Lloyd introduced Fit Origin,
a leading size and fit recommendation tool to
their ecommerce offering, they reduced returns
by 70% compared to shoppers who bought
without using the tool.
Running Warehouse, an online footwear retailer,
found their returns rate dropped by 23% following
the introduction of a footwear-sizing app. For
both companies, communicating correct fit has
provided significant savings in their ecommerce

11 http://www.smartinsights.com/ecommerce/web-personalisation/case-study-personalised-product-recommendations/

12 Hot
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SINCE DEPLOYING
FIT ORIGIN ON THE RHONE
SITE, THE TOOL HAS TRIPLED
PRODUCT LISTING PAGE
CONVERSION RATES AND
DRIVEN AN ADDITIONAL 20.4%
REVENUE ON LIVE PRODUCTS

offering14, suggesting a failure to communicate
fit, rather than other factors, is the primary driver
behind returned merchandise.
DRIVING CUSTOMER
LOYALTY THROUGH BETTER FIT
Radical new ways are also being developed
to increase the customers’ ability to personalise
fit preference. In Acustom’s Soho flagship store,
customers can have their bodies 3D scanned
after which the measurements are used to make
clothing exactly to size. The store also carries
samples and fabric swatches so shoppers can
pick out the materials, choose the cut they want
and order for delivery later.
A leading men’s premium active wear brand in
the USA, Rhone, was looking for a solution in
2016 that would give new-to-brand shoppers
the confidence to buy with them online. They
experienced a very high number of size and
fit related queries through live chat, including
everything from ‘Which size should I buy’
to ‘How do your products generally fit?’. Fit
Origin, an easily integrated solution, was
chosen as the right tool to help improve their
ecommerce offering15. Knowing customers’ body
measurements in different geographic areas
allowed Rhone to distribute their products more
effectively. Data is also used by their pattern
makers when designing specifications for
production and to create better assortments for
different markets, providing customers with a
more positive and personalised service.
14 Lean


Size and fit can also play a very important role
for traditional brick and mortar stores that are
focusing on their online proposition. Brian
Anderson, Head of Ecommerce at Danish
womenswear retailer Masai confirms that “Masai
has built a real following of brand advocates”
and was looking for a partner that would help
them bring their fashion online. The size and fit
recommendation solution was received very well
by its loyal customer base and has proven highly
beneficial to Masai’s metrics, including allimportant conversion rates. Anderson praises
Fit Origin for “making finding fit online a
seamless experience, offering exceptional service
in new ways”.
SUMMARY
Different approaches are being used to solve
different challenges, but they all share one
common belief – customer engagement is core
to success. Through these innovations the
industry is finding new ways to collect and
interpret body data, helping retailers deliver a
more personalised service to their customers.

Customer Development: Building Products Your Customers Will Buy, Cindy Alvarez 2014

15 https://fits.me/2016/09/05/rhone-appoints-fits-minimise-customer-returns/


“EVERYTHING WITH FIT
IS INTERCONNECTED RETURN RATES, PRODUCT
DEVELOPMENT, FEEDBACK ON
WHAT CUSTOMERS WANT.”
Adam Bridegan
(SVP Advertising, Digital &
Ecommerce, Rhone)

WHAT RAKUTEN
FITS ME CAN DO
FOR YOU
2017 FAVOURS THE BRAVE.
RETAILERS THAT FOCUS ON
REDUCED RETURNS, BETTER
FIT, AND INCREASED CUSTOMER
ENGAGEMENT THROUGH DATA
WILL HAVE THE EDGE.
Size and fit solutions underpin these
objectives. As nearly two in five shoppers
aren’t confident about which clothes suit
their size and shape, only retailers who have
adopted these technologies are answering
their customers’ need for clarity in the digital
marketplace.
It’s delivering results:

£

FIT ORIGIN REDUCES
RETURNS BY 20-70%
FIT ORIGIN DOUBLES
CONVERSION RATES

Size and fit recommendation tools allow
retailers to connect more intimately with their
customers and miss fewer sales opportunities.
Change will not happen overnight.
But exploiting the relationship between
fit and engagement is crucial for retailers
who want to retain loyalty and trust in the
digital marketplace. In other words, find fit
and you will know your customer.
SUMMARY
The world is changing. Size and fit
recommendation tools are at the forefront
of the evolving retail market, helping the
industry fulfil their customers’ needs and wants.
They provide the foundations of engagement
and personalisation, underpinning the retailer’s
ability to retain and delight customers in the
digital marketplace.

Our knowledge can be yours. Understanding the choices and
fit profile of your customers lets you tailor a shopping experience
that suits them. Make their time with you a personal, rewarding
experience they’ll want to return to.
Visit Fits.me to book your demo today.

